Abstract. This paper introduces two classes of totally real quartic number fields, one of biquadratic extensions and one of cyclic extensions, each of which has a non-principal Euclidean ideal. It generalizes techniques of Graves used to prove that the number field Q( √ 2, √ 35) has a non-principal Euclidean ideal.
1. Introduction 1.1. Notation. Given a number field K, we will denote its ring of integers O K , its class group Cl K , its class number h K , and its conductor f (K). When K/Q is abelian, we will denote its Hilbert class field over Q by H/Q. In this situation, for a rational prime p ∈ Z, we will use p to denote a prime in O K lying over (p) and P to denote a prime in O H lying over p.
Background and Main
Results. In 1979, Lenstra [8] defined the Euclidean ideal, a generalization of the Euclidean algorithm: Definition 1. Suppose R is a Dedekind domain and that E is the set of fractional ideals that contain R. If C is an ideal of R, it is Euclidean if there exists a function ψ : E → W, W a well-ordered set, such that for all I ∈ E and all x ∈ IC \C, there exists some y ∈ C such that ψ((x + y) −1 IC) < ψ(I).
We say ψ is a Euclidean algorithm for C and C is a Euclidean ideal.
While the existence of a Euclidean ideal C in a ring of integers O K does not give a method for computing greatest common divisors as a Euclidean algorithm would, it does guarantee that the class group has a certain structure, namely Cl K = [C] .
One method that can be used in certain situations to produce a Euclidean algorithm for an ideal C is a Motzkin-type construction for ideals [2] . As its name suggests, this method is a generalization of Motzkin's construction [10] , which can be used to find a Euclidean algorithm on certain integral domains. Before we can give an explicit example of such a Euclidean algorithm for C, we need to recall the definition from [2] of a Motzkin-type construction for ideals:
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Definition 2. Given a non-zero ideal C in R, we define
A 0,C := {R} A i,C := A i−1,C ∪ I ∈ E ∀x ∈ IC \C, ∃y ∈ C such that (x + y) −1 IC ∈ A i−1,C for i > 0, and
Note that the A i,C 's are nested sets.
Given this definition, Graves [2] proves that if A C = E, where E is the set fractional ideals containing R, we can construct a Euclidean algorithm for C via the function ψ C : E → N defined by
Indeed, if I is an ideal in E and x ∈ IC \ C, then since I ∈ A C , there exists some y ∈ C such that (x + y) −1 IC is an element of A ψC (I)−1,C , and hence, for this y ∈ C,
Now, just as the existence of a Euclidean algorithm for the ring of integers O K in a number field K implies a trivial class group, the existence of a Euclidean ideal C in O K implies a cyclic class group with generator [C]. In fact, Lenstra proves a much stronger result: By generalizing the work of Harper and Murty [5, 6] on Euclidean rings to the Euclidean ideal case, Graves [2] proves that under certain conditions, Theorem 1 holds without assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis:
then C is a Euclidean ideal.
In order to use the growth result given in Theorem 2 to find explicit examples of number fields with a Euclidean ideal, we require the following theorem which Graves stated in [1] by utilizing results from [7, 11] : Theorem 3. If K is a totally real number field with conductor f (K), if {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } is a multiplicatively independent set contained in
for at least one i.
In [1] , Graves uses Theorems 2 and 3 to prove that Q( √ 2, √ 35) has a nonprincipal Euclidean ideal. In this paper, we generalize Graves' work to prove our first main result that a certain class of biquadratic number fields have a nonprincipal Euclidean ideal. The first main result is:
, where q, k, r ≥ 29 are distinct rational primes satisfying q, k, r ≡ 1 (mod 4), and if h K = 2, then K has a non-principal Euclidean ideal.
Then by slightly modifying the techniques used to prove Theorem 4, we obtain our second main result that a certain class of cyclic number fields also have a non-principal Euclidean ideal. The second main result is:
Theorem 5. If a number field K is of the form
where q, k ≥ 17 are distinct rational primes satisfying q, k ≡ 1 (mod 4) and b > 0 is an integer satisfying b ≡ 0 (mod 4), if k − b 2 > 0 is a perfect square, and if h K = 2, then K has a non-principal Euclidean ideal.
Remark 1. The significance of these results is that while Graves introduced one number field with a non-principal Euclidean ideal, we give conditions that provide two new classes of examples of number fields, each of which contains a non-principal Euclidean ideal. In particular, Murty and Graves [3] provide the only other examples of number fields with a non-principal Euclidean ideal found without assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis. Their results require unit rank at least 4; our results do not require this condition.
Remark 2. Using PARI [4] , the author has found hundreds of number fields satisfying the conditions given in Theorems 4 and 5, some of which are given in Tables  1 and 2 . The author conjectures that both of these classes of number fields with a non-principal Euclidean ideal are in fact infinite.
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Proof of Main Results
In order to prove our main results, we would like to apply Theorem 3 to the number field K in order to obtain a growth result which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2. We will first prove our result in the biquadratic case and then modify this proof to obtain our second result in the cyclic case.
Main Result in the Biquadratic
Case. Throughout this section, we will assume that K is a number field satisfying the conditions given in Theorem 4, i.e., h K = 2 and
, where q, k, r ≥ 29 are distinct rational primes satisfying q, k, r ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Before we can prove Theorem 4, we need the following two lemmas.
Proof. Since both q ≡ 1 (mod 4) and k · r ≡ 1 (mod 4), the conductors of Q( √ q), Q( √ k · r) are q and kr, respectively. So, since Q(ζ f (K) ) must contain both of these quadratic fields, the minimality of a conductor implies that
By the theory of cyclotomic fields, both q and kr must divide f (K), and hence, since
Proof. Since [H : K] = 2 and K has class number 2 by hypothesis, it is sufficient to show that H/K is an unramified extension. Indeed, since q, k, r ≡ 1 (mod 4), the conductors of Q(
are q, k, and r, respectively. Then, as in Lemma 1,
) so that q, k, and r each divides f (H). Hence, since
we again conclude that f (H) = qkr. Therefore, only prime ideals lying over (q), (k), or (r) can ramify in H/K, and we now show that the ramification index of each of these prime ideals is 2 in both H/Q and K/Q.
, and suppose that q, Q, b and B lie over (q) in K/Q, H/Q, F/Q, and L/Q, respectively. Since q does not divide k or r, the prime ideal (q) does not ramify in Q(
, we have e(B/q) = 1. But, since q divides f (H), (q) must ramify in H/Q so that
Thus, since 2 = e(Q/q) = e(Q/q) · e(q/q) = e(Q/q) · 2, we conclude that e(Q/q) = 1 so that (q) is unramified in H/K.
To see that the prime ideal (k) is unramified in H/K, we apply the same argument with
, and a similar modification gives that the prime ideal (r) is also unramified in H/K. Hence, since H/K is an unramified extension of degree 2, H is the Hilbert class field of K over Q.
We are now ready to prove the first main result of this paper:
Proof of Theorem 4. Our goal is to apply Theorem 3 to K = Q( √ q, √ k · r) in order to obtain the growth result necessary to apply Theorem 2. Since K is a totally real number field of degree 4, Dirichlet's unit theorem gives that we can find a set {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } of multiplicatively independent elements in O × K . So, the hypotheses of Theorem 3 will be met if, for ℓ = lcm(16, f (K)) = 16 · qkr, we can find some u ∈ Z satisfying the following conditions: (1) (u, ℓ) = 1;
To translate the growth result given by Theorem 3 into a growth result satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2, we need u ∈ Z to satisfy one additional condition: (3) For primes P, p lying over any (p) such that p ≡ u (mod qkr), we have that P/p has residue degree 2 and p/p has residue degree 1. Note that the last condition ensures that P/p has residue degree 2 so that by Artin reciprocity, any prime ideal p satisfying Condition (3) is non-principal.
In order to find such an element u ∈ Z, we first determine a set of conditions equivalent to Condition (2) 
So, consider the sets
A q = {primes p ∈ Z : p = 1 + nq, n ∈ Z},
By the prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions, the primes in the set
and this is strictly less than By the Chebotarev density theorem, the density of the set
while the density of the set
. So, since any prime in T K \T H satisfies Condition (3), the set of primes satisfying Condition (3) is at least 1 8 . Hence, we may choose a prime s ∈ T K \T H , distinct from 2, q, k, and r, that is not contained in A.
It remains to address the condition u ≡ 1 (mod 4) in Condition (2):
• If s ≡ 1 (mod 4), then choose u = s.
• If s ≡ 1 (mod 4), then choose u = s + 2qkr. We now verify our choice of u satisfies the required Conditions (1)-(3): (1) (u, ℓ) = 1: Clearly, 2, q, k, and r are the only primes dividing ℓ = 16 · qkr. If u = s, then since s is a prime distinct from 2, q, k and r, this condition is satisfied. If u = s + 2qkr, then this condition is also satisfied -if this were not the case, then either 2, q, k or r would divide s, a contradiction. 2 . Since u ≡ s (mod qkr), where s ≡ 1 (mod q), s ≡ 1 (mod k), and s ≡ 1 (mod r) by choice, neither q, k, nor r divides u − 1 so that this condition is satisfied. (3) As the Artin map factors through f (H) = f (K) = qkr, the choice of s above guarantees that primes P, p lying over any prime ideal (p) such that
will satisfy this condition. Note that this step requires that H/Q is abelian.
Thus, we may apply Theorem 3 with our choice of u to obtain prime ideals p of first degree Nm(p) ≡ u (mod ℓ),
By Condition (3), each of these primes is non-principal, and hence, if Cl
Hence, by Theorem 2, C is a Euclidean ideal.
Main Result in the Cyclic
Case. We will now assume that K is a number field satisfying the conditions given in Theorem 5, i.e., h K = 2 and
where q, k ≥ 17 are distinct rational primes satisfying q, k ≡ 1 (mod 4), b > 0 is an integer satisfying b ≡ 0 (mod 4), and k − b 2 > 0 is a perfect square. As before, in order to prove Theorem 5, we first need two lemmas which are analogous to Lemmas 1 and 2 in the biquadratic case.
Proof. Since q, k ≥ 17 are distinct rational primes satisfying q, k ≡ 1 (mod 4), b > 0 is an integer satisfying b ≡ 0 (mod 4), and k − b 2 > 0 is a perfect square by hypothesis, we have that f (K) = qk by the main result of [13] .
Lemma 4. The Hilbert class field of
Proof. Since [H : K] = 2 and K has class number 2 by hypothesis, it is sufficient to show that H/K is an unramified extension. Indeed, since q ≡ 1 (mod 4), the conductor of Q( √ q) is q, and since k ≡ 1 (mod 4) and b ≡ 0 (mod 4), the main result of [13] gives that the conductor of
so that q and k each divides f (H). Hence, since
we conclude that f (H) = qk. Therefore, only prime ideals lying over (q) or (k) can ramify in H/K, and we now show that the ramification indices of the prime ideals (q) and (k) are 2 and 4, respectively, in both H/Q and K/Q. We first show that the prime ideal (q) has ramification index 2 in both H/Q and K/Q. Let
, and suppose that q, Q, b and B lie over (q) in K/Q, H/Q, F/Q, and L/Q, respectively. Since q does not divide f (L) = k, the prime ideal (q) does not ramify in L so that e(B/q) = 1. But, since q divides f (H), (q) must ramify in H/Q so that 1 < e(Q/q) = e(Q/B) · e(B/q) ≤ 2 · 1 ⇒ e(Q/q) = 2. Now, as F = Q( √ k) ⊂ K also has conductor k, the prime ideal (q) also does not ramify in Q( √ k). But again, since q divides f (K), (q) ramifies in K/Q so that
Thus, since 2 = e(Q/q) = e(Q/q) · e(q/q) = e(Q/q) · 2, we conclude that e(Q/q) = 1 so that (q) is unramified in H/K. It remains to show that the prime ideal (k) has ramification index 4 in both H/Q and K/Q. In addition to the fields defined above, let F ′ = Q( √ q), and suppose that k, K, c and c ′ lie over (k) in K/Q, H/Q, F/Q and F ′ /Q, respectively. Since k divides f (F ) = k, we see that e(c/k) = 2. Moreover, we have K = Q(α), where
is an Eisenstein polynomial at the prime ideal ( √ k), we see that e(k/c) = 2, and hence,
Lastly, since k does not divide f (F ′ ) = q, the prime ideal (k) does not ramify in F ′ so that e(c ′ /k) = 1. But, since K ⊂ H, we see that e(k/k) = 4 implies
Thus, since
we conclude that e(K/k) = 1 so that (k) is unramified in H/K. Hence, since H/K is an unramified extension of degree 2, H is the Hilbert class field of K over Q.
Once we have these two key lemmas, the proof of Theorem 5 follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4. In particular, recall that to satisfy Condition (3) in this proof, the Hilbert class field of K over Q must be abelian over Q; Lemma 4 implies that Gal(H/Q) ≃ Z/2Z × Z/4Z. Also, note that since f (K) has only two prime divisors in the cyclic case, the density conditions which guarantee the existence of s ∈ Z in the proof of Theorem 4 will be met as long as q, k ≥ 17.
Examples
We now present several new examples of number fields which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems 4 or 5 and therefore have a Euclidean ideal. Note that the lists of examples presented in Tables 1 and 2 are not exhaustive -due to space limitations, the author included only a small selection of examples in each case.
As the conditions in Theorems 4 and 5 force the discriminant of K in both cases to be rather large, these results do not apply to any of the number fields given in the table [12] of totally real quartic number fields with class number 2 and discriminant ≤ 600, 000. However, using PARI [4] , we can construct new examples of number fields to which Theorems 4 and 5 do apply. 
, with 29 ≤ q ≤ 41 and 29 ≤ k, r ≤ 100, which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4. When h K = 2, we give explicit minimal polynomials f (y), g(x) of α, β, respectively, where
and K = Q(β). Indeed, we have
for symmetric polynomials S 1 = q + k + r, S 2 = qk + qr + kr, and S 3 = qkr.
With this information, we can use PARI [4] to find the integers (s, u) required to apply Theorems 2 and 3 as in the proof of Theorem 4 above.
Remark 3. Note that a straightforward application of the algorithm given by Lezowski [9] determines whether the fields in Table 1 have a norm-Euclidean ideal. Table 1 , we should be able to modify the hypotheses of Theorem 4 in order to obtain similar results. However, it is not clear how to modify Condition (3) in the proof of Theorem 4 -this modification is necessary because when h K > 2, the ideal p being non-principal no longer implies that [p] = [C]. 
